Democrats’ $3.5 Trillion Budget Reconciliation: The Dirty Laundry
Cradle to Grave Government Intervention
A widespread expansion of the nanny state via costly federal government mandates that
overrule parents and families in raising and educating our children
• From a paid leave entitlement that cripples small enterprise and sacrifices worker
flexibility and wages, to federally funded and controlled childcare and Pre-K, to monthly
income subsidies per child, the government aims to fund our lives with every string
attached.
Social engineering under the guise of equity
• Includes a $750 million 5-year grant program for leftist research on paid leave “benefit
disparities” based on sexual orientation and gender identity among other categories.
Unlimited Avenues for Elective Abortion
An end run around every possible state prohibition on elective abortion coverage in
healthcare plans
• Includes a new Medicaid-like program that completely bypasses pro-life protections in
the Hyde Amendment.
Policies aim to provide unlimited funding for abortion on demand
• Includes a $10 billion fund for states to pay all out-of-pocket abortion costs and
subsidize insurance plans that cover abortion.
Monumental Tax and Spend Spree
• Highest sustained spending level in American history
• Raises taxes on working families and job creators
• Drives up prices of goods and utilities and undermines wages

Top 10 Dirty Laundry List
1. Unlimited funding for abortion in states that refused government pressure to expand
Medicaid under Obamacare
2. Funds for “non-emergency medical transportation services” including to abortion clinics
3. $10 billion fund for states to pay nearly all out-of-pocket costs for abortions
4. New subsidies for insurance plans that cover abortion
5. A new, permanent Medicaid-like program that completely bypasses Hyde protections
6. $1.5 billion more for Job Corps programs that finance abortion services
7. $25 million for the Pregnancy Assistance Fund that helps finance Planned Parenthood
8. A multi-billion-dollar government-dictated paid leave entitlement program
9. Federal subsidies for government-controlled daycare and pre-K programs
10. $750 million for ideological research on paid leave “benefit disparities” based on sexual
and gender identity categories

